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ABSTRACT:  

 Cloud Computing is a general term for anything that involves delivering hosted services over the 

Internet. Cloud computing is a recently evolved computing terminology or metaphor based on utility 

and consumption of computing resources. Cloud computing involves deploying groups of remote severs 

and software network that allow centralized data storage and online access to computer services and 

resources. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

In cloud computing the term “CLOUD” is used as a metaphor for “the Internet”, so the 

phrase cloud computing means “A type of Internet-based computing,” where different 

services such as servers, storage and applications are delivered to an organization’s 

computers and devices through the Internet. 

In utility computing the hardware and the software resources are concentrated in large 

data centers and the users can pay as they consume computing, storage, and 

communication resources. While utility computing often requires a cloud-like 

infrastructure, its focus is on the business model for providing the computing services is 

based; cloud computing is a path to utility computing embraced by major IT companies 

such as IBM, HP, Amazon, Oracle, Microsoft, Sun Microsystems, and others. 
 

[2]How Cloud Computing Works:- 
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The goal of cloud computing is to apply traditional supercomputing or higher-performance. 

Computing power, normally used by military and research facilities, to perform ten of trillions 

of computation per second, in consumer-oriented applications such as financial portfolios, to 

deliver personalized information, to provide data storage or to power large, immersive online 

computer games. 

To do this, cloud computing uses networks of large groups of servers typically running low cost 

consumer PC technology with specialized connections to spread data-processing chores across 

them, this shared IT infrastructure contains large pools of systems that are linked together. 

Often, virtualization techniques are used to maximize the power of cloud computing. 

Cloud computing is a type of computing that relies on sharing computing resources rather than 

having local servers or personal devices to handle applications.                

 

 

 

[3]Cloud Infrastructure:- 
In this chapter we overview the cloud computing infrastructure o®ered at this time by 

Amazon, Google, and Microsoft; they support one or more of the three cloud computing 

paradigms discussed in Section 2.3: IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), SaaS (Software as a 

Service), and PaaS (Platform as a Service). Amazon is a pioneer in IaaS, while Google's 

e®orts are focused on SaaS and PaaS paradigms. Sun and IBM over their own cloud 

computing platforms, Sun Cloud and Blue Cloud, respectively. In 2011, HP announced 

plans to enter the cloud computing club. 

Private clouds are an alternative to commercial cloud platforms. Open-source cloud 

computing platforms such as Eucaliptus , OpenNebula, and Nimbus can be used as a 

control infrastructure for a private cloud. We continue our discussion of the cloud infrastructure 

with an overview of SLAs (Service Level Agreements), followed by a brief discussion of 

software licensing and energy consumption and ecological impact of cloud computing. We 

figure: Sample Of Architecture Of Cloud 

Computing 
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conclude with a section covering user experiences with current systems. 

Service models:- 

1. Infrastructure as a Service(IaaS):- 

In the most basic cloud-service model and according to IEFT (Internet Engineering Task Force) 

_ providers of IaaS refers to online service that abstract the user from the details of infrastructure 

like physical computing resources, location, data partitioning, backup etc. 

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS):-  

PaaS vendors offer a development environment to application developers. The provider typically 

develops toolkit and standards for development and channels for distribution and payment. In 

the PaaS models, cloud providers deliver a computing platform, typically including operating 

system, programming-language computing platform, and database and web server. 

3. Software as a Service (SaaS):- In the Saas service model, users gain access to application 

software and databases. Cloud providers manage the infrastructure and platforms that runs the 

applications. SaaS is sometimes referred to as “on-demand software” and is usually priced on a 

pay-per-use basis or using a subscription fee.  

 

    
  

 

VERTUAL MACHINES :- 

A Virtual Machine (VM) is an isolated environment that appears to be a whole computer, 

but actually only has access to a portion of the computer resources. Each virtual machine 

appears to be running on the bare hardware, giving the appearance of multiple instances of 

105 the same computer, though all are supported by a single physical system. 

                               Virtual machines have been around since early 1970s when IBM release its VM 370 

operating system. Modern operating systems such as Linux Vserver, OpenVZ (Open Virtualization) , 

FreeBSD Jails , and Solaris Zones  based on Linux, Unix, 

FreeBSD, and Solaris, respectively, implement operating system-level virtualization tech- 

neologies. They allow a physical server to run multiple isolated operating system instances, 

fig: Cloud-computing layers accessible within a stack 
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known as containers, Virtual Private Servers (VPSs), or Virtual Environments (VEs), subject to several 

constrains. For example, OpenVZ requires both the host and the guest OS 

to be a Linux distributions. These systems claim performance advantages over the systems 

based on a Virtual Machine Monitor such as Xen or VMware; according to , there is only 

a 1% to 3% performance penalty for OpenVZ as compared to a standalone Linux server. 

OpenVZ is licensed under the GPL version 2.                                                                                                         A 

process VM is a virtual platform created for an individual process and destroyed once the process 

terminates; virtually all operating systems provide a process VM for each one of the applications 

running, but the more interesting process VMs are those which support binaries compiled 

On a di®erent instruction set. A system VM supports an operating systems together with 

many user processes. When the VM runs under the control of a normal OS and provides a 

platform-independent host for a single application we have an application virtual machine; 

e.g., Java Virtual Machine (JVM). 

A literature search reveals the existence of some 60 di®erent virtual machines many 

created by the large software companies; Table 6 lists a subset of them. 

A system virtual machine provides a complete system; each VM can run its own OS, 

this in turn can run multiple applications. A Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) allows 

several virtual machines to share a system. Several approaches are possible:  

Traditional - VM also called a \bare metal" VMM - a thin software layer that runs 

directly on the host machine hardware; its main advantage is performance. Examples: VMware ESX, 

ESXi Servers, Xen, OS370, and Denali. 

Hybrid - the VMM shares the hardware with existing OS). Example: 

VMware Workstation. 

Hosted - the VM runs on top of an existing OS, the main advantage 

of this approach is that the VM is easier to build and install. Other advantage of 

this solution is that the VMM could use several components the host OS such as 

the scheduler, the pager and the I/O drivers, rather than providing its own. A price 

to pay for this simplicity is the increased overhead and the associated performance 

penalty; indeed, the I/O operations, page faults, and scheduling requests from a guest 

OS are not handled directly by the VMM, instead they are passed to the host OS. 

Performance, as well as the challenges to support complete isolation of VMs makes 

this solution less attractive for servers in a cloud computing environment. Example: 

User-mode Linux. 

 

 

 

Types Of Cloud:- 

 Private Cloud:- private cloud s cloud infrastructure operated solely for a single organization, 

whether managed internally or by a third-party, and hosted either internally or externally. 

Because a private cloud set up is implemented safely within the corporate firewall, a private 

clouds provides more control over the  stored data and it ensures security, albeit with greater 

potential risk for data loss due to natural disaster. 

             Private cloud models are built in house and provide the advantages of cloud computing 

while maintaining private control over physical assets. This model is typically employed by large 

companies that can absorb the upfront equipment deployment costs and have sensitive data that 

they don’t want to send to public cloud environments that shared with other users. 
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 Public Cloud:- A cloud is said to be a “public cloud” when the services are rendered over a 

network that is open for public use. In public cloud the security consideration may be 

substantially different for services(applications, storage and other resources) that are made 

available by a service provider when communication is effected over a non-trusted network. 

                  Generally, public cloud service providers like Amazon AWS, Microsoft and Google 

own and operate the infrastructure at their data center and access is generally via the Internet. 

Public cloud architectures aggregate resources and applications among several end users and 

allow users to buy into the services they need. Because several users essentially share cloud 

resources, the deployment and maintenance costs are spread among all users and typically 

manageable and predictable. 

    

 Hybrid Cloud:- Hybrid cloud is a composition of two or more clouds (private, community or 

public) that remain distinct entities but are bound together, offering the benefits of multiple 

deployment models. Hybrid cloud can also mean the ability to connect collocation, managed 

and/or dedicated services with cloud resources. Example of hybrid cloud is one where IT 

organizations use public cloud computing resources to meet temporary capacity needs that 

cannot be met by the private cloud. 

     Varied use cases for hybrid cloud composition exist. For example, an organization may store 

sensitive client data in house on a private cloud application, but inter connect that application to 

a business intelligence application provide on a public cloud as a software services.  

 

Challenges for cloud computing:- 

The development of efficient cloud applications inherits the challenges posed by the natural imbalance 

between computing, I/O, and communication bandwidths of physical systems; these challenges are 

greatly implied due the scale of the system, its distributed nature, and by the fact that virtually all 

applications are data-intensive.                                                                       Though cloud computing 

infrastructures attempt to automatically distribute and balance the load, the application developer is still 

left with the responsibility to place the data close to the processing site and to identify optimal storage for 

the data.                                                                                                 Could also have a negative impact 

as perfect performance isolation23 is nearly impossible to reaching a real system, especially when the 

system is heavily loaded. The performance of virtual machines actuates based on the load, the 

infrastructure services, and the environment including the other users.                                                                                                                                

Reliability is also a major concern; node failures are to be expected whenever large numbers of nodes 

cooperate for the computations. Choosing an optimal instance, in terms of performance isolation, 

reliability, and security, from those overfed by the cloud infrastructure is another critical factor to be 

considered. Of course, cost considerations play also a role in the choice of the instance type.                                                                                                                                             

Many applications consist of multiple stages; in turn, each stage may involve multiple instances running 

in parallel on the systems of the cloud and communicating among them. Thus, efficiency, consistency, 

and communication scalability of communication are major concerns for an application developer. 

Indeed, due to shared networks and unknown topology, cloud infrastructures exhibit inter-node latency 

and bandwidth fluctuations which affect the application performance. The data storage plays a critical 

role in the performance of any data-intensive application; the organization of the storage, the storage 

location, as well as, the storage bandwidth must be carefully analyzed to lead to an optimal application 

performance. Clouds support many storage options to set up a file system similar to the “Hadoop” file 

system; among them are of instance cloud storage (e.g. S3), mountable of instance block storage (e.g., 

EBS), as well as, storage persistent for the lifetime of the instance. 
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Many data-intensive applications use metadata associated with individual data records; 

for example, the metadata for a JPEG audio ¯le may include the name of the song, the 

Singer, recording information and so on. Metadata should be stored for easy access, the 

Storage should be scalable, and reliable. 

Another important consideration for the application developer is logging. Performance 

considerations limit the amount of data logging, while the ability to identify the source of 

Unexpected results and errors is helped by frequent logging. Logging is typically done using 

instance storage preserved only for the lifetime of the instance thus, measures to preserve 

the logs for a post-mortem analysis must be taken. 

Technical  Issues In Cloud Computing:- 

As cloud computing is becoming increasingly more main stream , it becomes harder to distinguish the 

generic technical issues that are an IT manager needs to tackle , from those that are specific to cloud 

computing. Things like rose and responsibilities secure application development, least privilege and many 

more apply equally well in traditional environments as they do in the cloud.  

There are several technical issues in cloud computing. They are as follows: 

 There are differently new threats relating to cloud computing security issues. There are whole 

new attack vectors that potentially give the attacker unlimited control over your IT 

infrastructure.  

 

For Example: If you have a group of 20 people who have strong control over your cloud 

computing account, or over your private cloud authentication frame work, then you have a group 

of 20 people who have full, unmitigated control over your infrastructure’s availability and the 

privacy of your business-critical data. And if one of these people is not careful and attacker can 

get hold of the same powers. 

 More than that in a cloud computing (specifically public cloud) environment you also trust your 

critical data with the cloud provider’s personnel. Most cloud providers are doing a very good 

job protecting customer’s data from outsiders. 

 Although the cloud computing infrastructure is generally very secure, it is also very tempting 

target for the criminal underground. All public clouds have been engineered with cloud 

computing security as one of the top concerns. As a result there have only been a small number 

of reported vulnerabilities. 

For Example: any such vulnerability, reported for not in your chosen cloud, might put your 

entire data at risk. In the “old world” infrastructural vulnerability sometimes actually pose a 

critical risk, but often are hidden multiple layers of security devices, both physical security and 

network/OS security. 

Porticor mitigates most of the risk associated with cloud computing security issues. The porticor 

virtual private data system encrypts your business data and maintains the encryption keys secure 

but still under your control. You can rest assure  that even if the cloud is somehow breached, 

your data will remain secure and private 

Ethical Issues In Cloud Computing:- 
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Unauthorized access, data corruption, infrastructure failure, or unavailability are some of 

the risks related to relinquishing the control to third party services; moreover, it is difficult 

to identify the source of the problem and the entity causing it. Systems can span the 

boundaries of multiple organizations and cross the security borders, a process is called deperimeterisation.  

As a result of de-perimeterisation is not only the border of the organizations 

IT infrastructure blurs, also the border of the accountability becomes less clear. 

The complex structure of cloud services can make it difficult to determine who is responsible in case 

something undesirable happens. In a complex chain of events or systems, 

many entities contribute to an action with undesirable consequences, some of them have the 

opportunity to prevent these consequences, and therefore no one can be held responsible, 

the so-called problem of many hands. 

Ubiquitous and unlimited data sharing and storage among organizations test the self- 

determination of information, the right or ability of individuals to exercise personal control 

over the collection, use and disclosure of their personal data by others; this tests the confidence and trust 

in today’s evolving information society. Identity fraud and theft are made possible by the unauthorized 

access to personal data in circulation and by new forms of dissemination through social networks and 

they could also pose a danger to cloud computing. 

Cloud service providers have already collected petabytes of sensitive personal information 

Stored in data centers around the world. The acceptance of cloud computing therefore will 

be determined by privacy issues addressed by these companies and the countries where the 

data centers are located. Privacy is affected by cultural differences, while Western cultures 

favor privacy, other cultures emphasis community; this leads to an ambivalent attitude 

towards the question of privacy in the Internet which is a global system. 

The question of what can be done proactively about ethics of cloud computing does not 

have easy answers as many undesirable phenomena in cloud computing will only appear 

in time. But the need for rules and regulations for the governance of cloud computing 

are obvious. The term governance means the manner in which something is governed 

or regulated, the method of management, the system of regulations. 

Explicit attention to ethics must be paid by governmental organizations providing research funding; 

indeed, private companies are less constraint by ethics oversight and governance arrangements are more 

conducive to profit generation. 

Accountability is a necessary ingredient for cloud computing; adequate information 

about how data is handled within the cloud and about allocation of responsibility are 

key elements to enforcing ethics rules in cloud computing. Recorded evidence allows us to 

assign responsibility; but there can be tension between privacy and accountability and it is 

important to establish what is being recorded, and who has access to the records. 

Unwanted dependency on a cloud service provider, the so-called vendor lock-in, is a 

serious concern and the current standardization efforts at NIST attempt to address this 

problem. Another concern for the users is a future with only a handful of companies which 

dominate the market and dictate prices and policies. 

 

Characteristics of Cloud Computing:- 

 Provide abilities over the network and accessed through standard mechanism that promote use 

by heterogeneous thick or thin client platform. 

 Provide abilities to elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically to scale 

rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand. 

Advantages:-                                                                     
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In the past computing functions were performed by local computers, servers and other equipment required 

maintenance and was subject to failures and downtime, which cloud is inconvenient and costly. With 

cloud computing services, the equipment is often hosted b a cloud provider that maintains the equipment 

and ensures, and sometimes even guarantees, services uptime. 

Limitations:-  

According to Bruce Schneier, “The downside is that you will have limited customization options”. Cloud 

computing is cheaper because of economics of scale, and like any outsourced task, you tend to get what 

you get. A restaurant with a limited menu is cheaper than a personal chef who can cook anything foe you 

want. Fewer options at a much cheaper price: it’s a feature, not a bug and the cloud provider might not 

meet your legal needs. As a business, you need to weigh the benefits against the risks. 

The Future:- Cloud computing is therefore still as much a research topic, as it is a market offering. What 

is clear through the evolution of cloud computing services is that the chief technical officer (CTO_ is a 

major driving force behind cloud adoption. The major cloud technology developers continue to invest 

billions a year in cloud R&D: for example: in 2011 Microsoft committed 90% of its US$9.6bn R&D 

budget to its cloud. 

      Additionally, more industries are turning to cloud technology as an efficient way to improve quality 

services due to its capabilities to reduce overhead costs, downtime, and automate infrastructure 
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